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Dynamic Access Class Barring Parameter Tuning in
LTE-A Networks with Massive M2M Trafﬁc
Luis Tello-Oquendo, José-Ramón Vidal, Vicent Pla, and Luis Guijarro
Instituto ITACA. Universitat Politècnica de València, Valencia 46022, Spain

Abstract—Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is one
of the leading facilitators of the Internet of Things environment
by offering ubiquitous applications and services. Using cellular
networks for providing M2M connectivity brings several advantages such as extended coverage, security, robust management,
and lower deployment costs; however, coexistence with a large
number of M2M devices is still an essential challenge in LTE-A
networks, in part due to the difﬁculty in allowing simultaneous
access. Although the random access procedure in LTE-A is adequate for human-to-human (H2H) communications, when M2M
communications are involved congestion control is required. One
of the congestion control schemes suggested by the 3GPP is
Access Class Barring (ACB), which can reduce the number of
simultaneous users contending for access. However, it is still not
clear how to adapt ACB parameters in bursty and heavy-loaded
scenarios, such as those that appear in M2M communications.
We propose a dynamic ACB scheme in which an estimate of
the current number of M2M devices in backoff state is used to
adjust in real-time the barring rate parameter. We evaluate the
key performance indicators (KPIs) of dynamic ACB in several
scenarios with different degrees of trafﬁc load and compare them
with those of a static ACB with optimal parameters. We show
that the dynamic ACB outperforms the static one offering shorter
access delay and higher successful access probability, while its
impact on H2H communications KPIs is negligible. Besides, our
proposed scheme conforms with the LTE-A speciﬁcation so that
it can be included as a viable solution.
Index Terms—Access class barring (ACB); cellular-systems;
machine-to-machine communications; performance analysis; 5G.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NTERNET of Things (IoT) is emerging as one of the key
transforming technologies to interconnect physical objects
that interact with people, other physical objects, and systems
to beneﬁt society in unprecedented ways. It is predicted that
the number of connected devices increases to 29 billion by
2022 [1], and the global mobile data trafﬁc achieves 49 exabytes (1018 bytes) by 2021 [2]. Machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication is one of the leading facilitators of the IoT
environment by offering ubiquitous applications and services.
Unlike human-to-human (H2H) communication, distinct
features of M2M trafﬁc requires specialized and inter-operable
communication technologies. Cellular networks are the natural
choice to satisfy these requirements and handling a signiﬁcant
part of this emerging trafﬁc due to their already existing
infrastructures, extensive area coverage, and high-performance
capabilities. Therefore, M2M communication over cellular
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networks is no longer a matter of choice; there are already
M2M subscriptions supported by cellular operators worldwide,
enhanced techniques are currently under standardization by
3GPP, and M2M connectivity is driving the development of
5G cellular systems [3]–[5].
Handling the massive number of connections generated
by a large number of M2M devices (UEs) is an important
challenge in cellular networks that has received a signiﬁcant
amount of attention nowadays. Speciﬁcally, the signaling in the
connection attempts and the limited resources of the physical
channels in the random access procedure are the main factors
to take into account. Furthermore, the ability to adapt to
changing conditions while at the same time providing new
services is a constant challenge that cellular network operators
have to face and one that very often implies new investments
on infrastructure.
For avoiding that the above challenges become limitations
that hinder the widespread horizons of M2M applications, the
access class barring (ACB) scheme is included in the LTE-A
radio resource control speciﬁcation [6] as a viable congestion
control scheme. It spreads the UE accesses through time by
randomly delaying the beginning of the UE access attempts
according to a barring rate and a barring time.
There is a trade-off between relieving congestion and the
key performance indicators (KPIs) of the network when the
ACB is operating [7]. Thus, its parameters must be adjusted
adequately. The proper tuning of ACB parameters according to
the trafﬁc intensity is critical; however, how to implement this
scheme effectively and tuning their parameter conﬁguration
so that it can dynamically and autonomously adapt to the
network load is not a trivial task and has not been speciﬁed.
The dynamic adaptation of the barring rate is desirable since
the implementation of a static ACB affects the access delay of
every UE, even in cases of no congestion, when the scheme
is not needed at all.
The aim of this paper is to provide an algorithm for the
dynamic tuning of the barring rate according to the trafﬁc load
in the random access channel (RACH) and its capacity. Our
solution uses a comprehensive view of the access attempts in
the random access procedure and ﬁts the incoming trafﬁc to the
capacity of the RACH by tuning the barring rate appropriately.
Furthermore, it conforms with current system speciﬁcations
allowing efﬁcient congestion control and facilitating the coexistence of H2H and M2M trafﬁc.
Speciﬁcally, the main contributions of this paper are the
following:
• We devise both an estimator of the UEs that are in backoff
state and a mechanism for ﬁtting this trafﬁc jointly with
the new arrivals into the RACH capacity.

We propose an algorithm for tuning the barring rate
dynamically according to the trafﬁc load based on the
devised estimator. We closely follow the 3GPP directives [8]–[10] so that our proposed solution is aligned
with the network speciﬁcations and can be successfully
integrated in the system.
• Besides testing several trafﬁc loads following the trafﬁc
model and conﬁguration parameters for M2M communications suggested by the 3GPP [11], we evaluate the
impact on the H2H trafﬁc. We assess our proposed algorithm regarding the key performance indicators (KPIs)
suggested by the 3GPP [11] for this kind of studies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
a review of the literature regarding ACB is conducted. Then,
the random access procedure in LTE-A and the ACB are
presented in Section III-A and Section III-B, respectively. A
detailed explanation of the proposed dynamic ACB jointly
with its procedures for its proper functioning is presented
in Section IV. The performance evaluation, selected trafﬁc
model, parameter conﬁguration, KPIs, and our most relevant
results are presented in Section V. Finally, our conclusions are
presented in Section VI.
•

II. R ELATED W ORK
There have been a number of research efforts devoted
to optimizing ACB for handling massive M2M connection
attempts on the RACH through either static or dynamic
approaches. However, many of them offer complex procedures,
use questionable assumptions for getting high performance,
or do not conform with LTE-A speciﬁcations (e.g., without
considering the updating period of notiﬁcation information by
the eNodeB) [12]–[14].
In [15], a self-organizing mechanism which aims to optimize the performance of the random access procedure is
proposed for M2M and H2H trafﬁc. However, unlike the 3GPP
speciﬁcations, the authors assume that a control-loop for congestion between the UEs and the eNodeB is available, which
creates signaling overhead. In [13], a dynamic mechanism for
access control in LTE-A is proposed, to reduce the impact
that massive M2M communications can have on H2H trafﬁc.
Also, in this work the authors classify the trafﬁc, allowing
prioritization. However, this approach modiﬁes ACB so that it
can send different parameters for different classes, in a similar
way to the extended access barring scheme. Since the number
of UEs trying to access the cellular network is dynamic, and
its number is not known a priori, any mechanism that aims
at optimizing ACB has to develop an estimation of this value.
In [16], a dynamic scheme for adjusting the ACB factor is
proposed. It is based on the estimation of the contending UEs
in the RACH using Kalman ﬁltering. This solution enhances
the overall performance but assuming full state information
of the system. Although in this work no modiﬁcations are
done over the ACB mechanism, it is not possible to estimate
the impact that M2M trafﬁc has over H2H trafﬁc, since only
the ﬁrst one was considered. Also in [17], an optimal value
of the barring rate parameter is obtained in an ideal case,
i.e., assuming full state information about the system. Some
heuristics which resemble this optimal solution are provided
as well; one of them changes the barring rate and the other
changes both the barring rate and the number of preambles
that can be acknowledged. This solution assumes that when a

UE suffers a collision, it will retry in the following random
access opportunity, which is not consistent with the LTE-A
speciﬁcations.
To successfully address the above limitations, we propose
a dynamic ACB based on the estimation of UEs that are in
backoff state and a mechanism for ﬁtting this trafﬁc jointly
with the incoming one into the RACH capacity. Our solution
tunes the barring rate according to the trafﬁc load in realtime and deactivates itself when the trafﬁc is below the RACH
capacity. It conforms with current system speciﬁcations and
constraints, offering effective access control.
III. LTE-A R ANDOM ACCESS P ROCEDURE
In this section, we provide a general overview of the random access procedure in LTE-A networks. Then, we explain
both the contention-based random access and the ACB in
Section III-A and Section III-B, respectively.
Two modes were deﬁned for the random access: contentionfree and contention-based. The former is used for critical
situations such as handover, downlink data arrival or positioning. The latter is the standard mode for network access;
it is employed by the UEs to change the radio resource
control state from idle to connected, to recover from a radio
link failure, to perform uplink synchronization or to send
scheduling requests [8].
The random access attempts of UEs are allowed in predeﬁned time/frequency resources herein called RAOs. Before initiating the random access procedure, the UEs must ﬁrst obtain
some conﬁguration parameters such as the RAOs in which the
transmission of preambles is allowed. The eNodeB broadcasts
this information periodically through the Master Information
Block (MIB) and the System Information Blocks (SIBs). Two
uplink channels are required for the access attempts, namely,
the physical random access channel (PRACH) for preamble
transmission and the physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH)
for additional signaling data. Particularly, the PRACH is used
to signal a connection request when a UE attempts to access
the cellular network. In the frequency domain, the PRACH is
designed to ﬁt in the same bandwidth as six resource blocks
of normal uplink transmission (6×180 kHz); this fact makes it
easy to schedule gaps in normal uplink transmission to allow
for RAOs. In the time domain, the periodicity of the RAOs is
determined by the parameter prach-ConﬁgIndex provided by
the eNodeB; a total of 64 PRACH conﬁgurations are available.
Thus, the periodicity of the RAOs ranges from a minimum of
1 RAO every two frames to a maximum of 1 RAO every
subframe, i.e., from 1 RAO every 20 ms to 1 RAO every
1 ms [9].
As mentioned above, the PRACH carries a preamble (signature) for initial access to the network; up to 64 orthogonal
preambles are available per cell. In the contention-free mode,
collision is avoided through the coordinated assignment of
preambles, but eNodeBs can only assign these preambles
during speciﬁc slots to speciﬁc UEs. In the contention-based
mode, preambles are selected in a random fashion by the UEs,
so there is a risk of collision, i.e., multiple UEs in the cell
might pick the same preamble signature in the same RAO;
therefore, contention resolution is needed. In the sequel, we
focus on the analysis of the contention-based random access
procedure.
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Figure 1. LTE-A contention-based random access procedure.

A. Contention-Based Random Access Procedure
Once the UE has acquired the basic conﬁguration parameters, it may proceed with the four-message handshake
illustrated in Fig. 1. Next, we describe both the four-message
handshake and the backoff procedure. The interested reader is
referred to [8]–[10], [18] for further details.
RACH preamble (Msg1): Whenever a UE attempts transmission, it sends a randomly chosen preamble in a RAO
(Msg1). Due to the orthogonality of the different preambles,
multiple UEs can access the eNodeB in the same RAO, using
different preambles. The eNodeB can, without a doubt, decode
a preamble transmitted (with sufﬁcient power) by exactly one
UE and estimate the transmission timing of the terminal. In
this study, we assume that a collision occurs whenever two
or more UEs transmit the same preamble at the same RAO.
This goes in line with the 3GPP recommendations for the
performance analysis of the RACH [11] and with most of the
literature [7], [16], [19], [20].
Random access response—RAR—(Msg2): The eNodeB
computes an identiﬁer for each successfully decoded preamble,
ID = f(preamble,RAO), and sends the Msg2 through the physical downlink control channel (PDCCH). It includes, among
other data, information about the identiﬁcation of the detected
preamble (ID), time alignment (TA), uplink grants (reserved
PUSCH resources) for the transmission of Msg3, the backoff
indicator (B), and the assignment of a temporary identiﬁer.
Exactly two subframes after the preamble transmission has
ended (this is the time needed by the eNodeB to process the
received preambles), the UE begins to wait for a time window,
WRAR , to receive an uplink grant from the eNodeB through
Msg2. There can be up to one RAR message in each subframe,
but it may contain up to three uplink grants. Each uplink grant
is associated to a successfully decoded preamble. The length of
the WRAR , in subframes, is broadcast by the eNodeB through
the SIB Type 2 (SIB2) [9]. Hence, there is a maximum number
of uplink grants that can be sent within the WRAR . Only the
UEs that receive an uplink grant can transmit the Msg3.
Connection request (Msg3): After receiving the corresponding Msg2, the UE adjusts its uplink transmission time
according to the received TA and transmits a scheduled

connection-request message, Msg3, to the eNodeB using the
reserved PUSCH resources; hybrid automatic repeat request
(HARQ) is used to protect this message transmission.
Contention Resolution (Msg4): The eNodeB transmits
Msg4 as an answer to Msg3. The eNodeB also applies an
HARQ process to send Msg4 back to the UEs. If a UE does
not receive Msg4 within the contention resolution timer, then
it declares a failure in the contention resolution and schedules
a new access attempt. For doing so, the failed UEs ramp up
their power and re-transmit a new randomly chosen preamble
in a new RAO, based on a uniform backoff scheme (explained
next) that uses the value of B received with Msg2.
Note that each UE keeps track of its preamble transmissions.
When a UE has transmitted a certain number of preambles (preambleTransMax notiﬁed by the eNodeB through the
SIB2 [9]) without success, the network is declared unavailable
by the UE, an access problem is indicated to upper layers, and
the random access procedure is terminated.
Backoff procedure: According to the LTE-A standard [8],
if the random access attempt of a UE fails, regardless of the
cause, the UE has to perform a backoff procedure before
starting the random access process all over again. In this
procedure, the UE waits for a random time, TBO [ms], until it
can attempt a new preamble transmission as follows
TBO = U (0, B),

(1)

where U (·) stands for uniform distribution, B is the backoff
indicator deﬁned by the eNodeB, and its value ranges from 0
to 960 ms. The value of B is sent in the Msg2, which is read
by all the UEs that sent a RACH preamble in the previous
RAO. This means that every UE that failed the access attempt
receives the parameter B.
B. Access Class Barring
Access Class Barring (ACB) is a congestion control scheme
designed for limiting the number of simultaneous access
attempts from certain UEs. The main purpose of ACB is
to redistribute the access requests of UEs through time to
reduce the number of access requests per RAO. This fact
helps to avoid massive-synchronized accesses demands to the
RACH, which might jeopardize the accomplishment of QoS
objectives. For that purpose, all UEs are assigned to 16 mobile
populations, deﬁned as access classes (ACs) 0 to 15. The
population number is stored in UE’s SIM/USIM. Each UE
belongs to one out of the ﬁrst 10 ACs (from ACs 0 to 9)
and can also belong to one or more out of the ﬁve special
categories (ACs 11 to 15). Thus, M2M UEs may be assigned
an AC between 0 and 9, and if a higher priority is needed,
other classes may be used.
If ACB is not implemented, all ACs are allowed
to access the RACH. When ACB is implemented,
the eNodeB broadcasts (through SIB2) barring rates,
PACB ∈ {0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.3, 0.4, . . . , 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, . . . , 0.95},
and mean barring times, TACB ∈ {4, 8, 16, . . . , 512 s}, that
are applied to ACs 0-9. Then, at the beginning of the random
access procedure, each UE determines its barring status with
the information provided by the eNodeB. For this, the UE
generates a random number denoted by g, g = U [0, 1).
If g ≤ PACB , the UE selects and transmits its preamble.
Otherwise, the UE waits for a random time calculated as
follows
Tbarring = [0.7 + 0.6 U [0, 1)] TACB .
(2)
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UEs that fail the access, mainly because they reach the preambleTransMax value, are not considered in Eq. (3). Therefore,
the estimation presented here is valid only when the success
probability is high enough, which is a reasonable assumption
when congestion control performs effectively, as we show in
the following sections.
The eNodeB knows ns (i) by observing the preambles that
have been detected and decoded correctly. Since the number of
uplink grants that the eNodeB can send in an RAO is limited
to NU L grants, ns (i) is given by

RAR timeout
[max preamble-tx]

RAR timeout
[!max preamble-tx]

Msg2 / Msg3
[max Msg3 re-tx]
Msg2 / Msg3
[!max Msg3 re-tx]

waiting
Msg4

failed
access

ACK
timeout

ns (i) = min{preambles decoded, NU L }.

Msg4

successful
access

Figure 2. State transition diagram of the random access procedure when
access control is implemented for M2M UEs.

Fig. 2 illustrates the state transition diagram of the ACB
mechanism [6], [9] jointly with the random access procedure.
Note that ACB is applied to the UEs before they perform
the random access procedure explained in Section III-A. It is
worth noting that ACB is only useful for relieving sporadic
periods of congestion, i.e., when a massive number of UEs
attempt transmission at a given time but the system is not
continuously congested.
IV. DYNAMIC ACCESS C LASS BARRING FOR C ONGESTION
C ONTROL
The ultimate goal of the ACB is to control the arrival of
M2M UEs to the RACH so that the number of transmitted
preambles stays below a certain threshold. To achieve this,
the eNodeB must tune in real-time the PACB value accordingly
to the trafﬁc conditions. We propose to implement the PACB
updating based on an estimate of the number of UEs that
are in backoff state. In Section IV-A we derive analytically
the estimation of the number of UEs in backoff state and in
Section IV-B we describe the mechanism for tuning the PACB
dynamically.

(4)

The value of nt (i) is unknown because, in our collision
model, the preambles that collided (transmitted by more than
one UE) are not decoded, and therefore the eNodeB does not
know how many UEs transmitted them. Instead, we will use
the estimated expectation of nt , obtained from the number
of used preambles nu (preambles transmitted at least by one
UE). Let Yj ∈ {0, 1} be the random variable that denotes
the transmission of preamble j given that the total number
of transmissions is nt . Then, Yj = 0 when preamble j has
not been transmitted by any UE, and Yj = 1 otherwise. The
probabilities of Yj are
 nt


P{Yj = 0} = 1 − R1
,
 nt

(5)
P{Yj = 1} = 1 − 1 − R1
,
where R is the number of available preambles in the system.
The expected value of Yj is given by

n
1 t
E{Yj } = 0 · P{Yj = 0} + 1 · P{Yj = 1} = 1 − 1 −
.
R
(6)
Then, the number of used preambles, nu , is
nu =

R


Yj ,

(7)

j=0

and its expected value is
⎧
⎫


n 
R
⎬
⎨
1 t
E{nu } = E
Yj = R 1 − 1 −
.
⎩
⎭
R
j=0

A. Estimation of the number of UEs in backoff state
At RAO(i), let nb (i) be the estimate number of UEs in
backoff state , ns (i) the number of UEs that accessed successfully, nt (i) the number of UEs that transmitted a preamble and
nr (i) the number of UEs in backoff state that retransmitted.
The estimated number of UEs in backoff state at RAO(i) (see
Fig. 3) is given by

If we assume that E{nu } changes slowly, it can be estimated
from a short term time average of nu . Let n̂u (i) be an estimate
of the time average of nu obtained by exponential smoothing
of nu at RAO(i). Then,

nb (i) = nb (i − 1) − nr (i) + nt (i) − ns (i).

E{nu }(i) ≈ n̂u (i) = α n̂u (i − 1) + (1 − α) n̂u (i)

(3)

(8)
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Figure 4. Backoff starting times.

with α < 1, and from Eq. (8), nt (i) is


u }(i)
log 1 − E{nR


nt (i) =
.
log 1 − R1

(10)

The value of nr (i) is estimated from nb (i−1). Firstly, from
nb (i−1) we estimate the expected number of UEs that entered
the backoff state during the period of length B (maximum
backoff duration) previous to RAO(i − 1). Let nA denote this
number. Secondly, from nA we estimate the expected number
of UEs that entered the backoff state during the period of
length B + TRAO previous to RAO(i), that we denote as nB .
Finally, from nB we estimate the expected value of nr (i).
Let X be the random variable that represents the UE backoff
start time in the interval [0, B]. The UEs enter the backoff
state at a ﬁxed time t0 after the transmission of a preamble,
where t0 depends on the RACH conﬁguration parameters.
Besides, preambles are transmitted at a RAO subframe, so
all values of X are grouped in subframe intervals every TRAO .
We approximate these values to the discrete set {x0 . . . xK−1 },
being xi = t0 + i TRAO , as shown in Fig. 4. We assume that
at any time window B = K TRAO , all backoff times have the
same probability (i.e., P(X = xi ) = 1/K).
Let TBO be the random variable that represents the backoff
duration, with uniform distribution given by Eq. (1). If we
denote by p the probability that a UE starting backoff in the
interval [0, B] is still in backoff at time B, p is computed as

Let Z be the discrete random variable that represents the
UEs backoff start time during the interval [0, B + TRAO ], with
values {x0 . . . xK } and probabilities P(Z = zi ) = 1/(K + 1).
If we denote by q the probability that a UE starting backoff in
the interval [0, B + TRAO ] retransmits in the interval [B, B +
TRAO ], q is computed as

q=

K


P(Z = zK , B < zk + TBO < B + TRAO ) =

k=0

=

1
P(TBO > B − z0 )+
K +1
K−1

1
+
P(B − zk < TBO < B − zk + TRAO )+
K +1
k=1

1
P(TBO < B − zk + TRAO ) =
+
K +1


K−1
 T
1
B + TRAO − (kTRAO + t0 )
t0
=
+
+
=
K +1 B
B
B
k=1


TRAO
TRAO
TRAO
1
(K − 1)
+
=
.
=
K +1
B
B
B + TRAO
(14)
The number of UEs in backoff that retransmit at RAO(i)
is a random variable that follows a binomial distribution with
success probability q, nB attempts, and expected value q nB .
If we take nb (i) as the expected value of this variable, we can
estimate nr (i) as
(15)
nr (i) = q nB ,
and, from Eqs. (11)–(15), it follows that

p=
=

K−1


P(X = xk , xk + TBO > B) =

k=0
K−1


1
K

k=0

1
K

K−1

k=0

xk
=
B

1 1 x0 + xK−1
k TRAO + t0
=
K
=
B
KB
2

nr (i) =

(11)

1
(t0 + (K − 1)TRAO + t0 ) =
2B

1
TRAO
t0
=
1−
+ .
2
B
B

=

The number of UEs in backoff at RAO(i − 1) is a random
variable that follows a binomial distribution with success probability p, nA attempts, and expected value p nA . Note that we
do not consider those UEs that ended the backoff and started
a new one before RAO(i − 1). But, if the congestion control
performs effectively, the probability of a second backoff will
be low, and the error that is incurred by this approximation is
negligible. If we take nb (i − 1) as the expected value of the
number of UEs in backoff, we can estimate nA from
nb (i − 1) = p nA .

(12)

2 TRAO
nb (i − 1).
B − TRAO + 2 t0

(16)

Finally, nb (i) is computed by replacing Eqs. (16), (10), and
(4) in Eq. (3).
Fig. 5 shows an example, obtained by discrete-event simulation, of the performance of this estimator. In this example,
the estimator operates during a congestion episode induced
by the M2M trafﬁc benchmark described in Section V, with
the UEs implementing ACB. As can be seen, the error in the
estimation is minimal.
B. Dynamic Barring Rate Tuning
In this section, we describe a mechanism for tuning the
barring rate dynamically using the information provided by
the estimation of the number of users in backoff state, nb (i).
We assume that the eNodeB has no information about the
number of new arrivals. Nevertheless, by estimating nb (i), the
expected number of retransmissions, nr (i), is also estimated.
From this, the unused capacity of the RACH can be evaluated
and the incoming trafﬁc can be modulated accordingly, that is,
by computing PACB as a function of nr (i): PACB = f (nr (i)).
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(a)
Figure 6. Computation of PACB from the expected number of retransmissions.
Table I
RACH C ONFIGURATION

(b)
Figure 5. Performance of the estimator during a congestion episode.
(a) Dynamic ACB. (b) Static ACB.

The number of access requests per RAO that maximizes the
expected number of UEs that access the channel successfully
is given as a function of the available preambles, R, by [19]
n∗t (R) = [log(R/(R − 1)]−1 .

(17)

At RAO(i), if nr (i) ≥ n∗t (R), all new arrivals should be
barred, so f (nr (i) ≥ n∗t (R)) = 0. On the other hand, if
nr (i) = 0 there is no reason to reduce the incoming trafﬁc,
so f (0) = 1. Between these two boundary conditions, f (·)
should be a decreasing function. We have tested by simulation
linear, quadratic, and cubic functions and we have found that,
although all of them work quite well, the cubic function shown
in Fig. 6 provides a better performance. Thus, we propose to
compute PACB as
PACB (i) = f (nr (i)) =

2 nr (i)3
n∗t (R)

3

−

3 nr (i)2
n∗t (R)

2

+ 1.

(18)

The value of PACB is notiﬁed to the UEs by the eNodeB
through the SIB2 message with a periodicity of TSIB2 =
80 ms ≡ 16 RAOs.
Finally, the dynamic ACB implementation can be summarized as
• Every RAO(i),
1) Estimate E{nu }(i) with Eq. (9),
2) Estimate nt (i) with Eq. (10),
3) Estimate nr (i) with Eq. (16),
4) Estimate nb (i) with Eq. (4).
• Every TSIB2 ,
1) Compute PACB (i) with Eq. (18),
2) Update PACB (i) in SIB2.

Parameter

Setting

PRACH Conﬁguration Index
Periodicity of RAOs
Subframe length
Available preambles for
contention-based random access
Maximum number of preamble
transmissions
RAR window size
Maximum number of uplink
grants per subframe
Maximum number of uplink
grants per RAR window
Preamble detection probability
for the kth preamble transmission
Backoff Indicator
Maximum number of Msg3 and
Msg4 transmissions
Round-trip time (RTT) of Msg3
RTT of Msg4

prach-ConﬁgIndex = 6
TRAO = 5 ms
1 ms
R = 54
preambleTransMax = 10
WRAR = 5 subframes
NRAR = 3
NUL = WRAR × NRAR = 15
Pd = 1 −

1
ek

[11]

B = 20 ms
5

8 subframes
5 subframes

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
dynamic ACB scheme with TACB = 4 s, and compare it with
the performance of a static ACB with optimal parameters
(PACB = 0.5 and TACB = 4 s). The parameters for static ACB
are chosen based on a previous work [7] where we showed that
the lowest access delay for a highly congested scenario given
a requirement of Ps ≥ 0.95 is achieved when PACB = 0.5 and
TACB = 4 s. We measure three KPIs, namely the probability
to successfully complete the random access procedure, Ps ; the
mean number of preamble transmissions needed by the UEs to
successfully complete the random access procedure, W ; and
the access delay (mean and percentiles), D. These KPIs are
in conformance with the 3GPP directives [11] to assess the
efﬁciency of the LTE-A random access procedure with M2M
communications.
A single cell environment is assumed to evaluate the
network performance. The system conveys trafﬁc from both
H2H and M2M UEs. The access requests of H2H UEs are
distributed uniformly over time with a mean arrival rate of
λH = 1 arrivals/s. The M2M requests follow a Beta(3, 4)
distribution over a period of 10 s, according to the trafﬁc model
2 speciﬁed by the 3GPP in [11]. This trafﬁc model can be seen
as an extreme scenario in which a vast number of M2M UE
arrivals occur in a highly synchronized manner (e.g., after an
alarm that activates them).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Average number of preambles per RAO when H2H UEs and massive
M2M UEs (NM = 30 000) attempt to access. (a) No access control. (b) Static
ACB (0.5,4 s) implemented. (c) Dynamic ACB operating.

We developed a discrete-event simulator that fully reproduces the behavior of UEs, eNodeB, and RACH during the
random access procedure described in Section III-A. We
consider the typical PRACH conﬁguration for these kind of
studies, prach-ConﬁgIndex 6, in conformance to the LTE-A
speciﬁcation [8], [11], with the parameter values listed in
Table I. The value of each KPIs is obtained as the mean of 100
simulation runs. Each simulation run uses a different random
seed and ends when all the M2M UEs have completed their
random access procedure.
Fig. 7a depicts the temporal distribution of preamble transmissions during a congestion episode of NM = 30 000 M2M
UEs and no congestion control. As can be seen, an access
control mechanism is required for alleviating congestion. Such
a high number of preamble transmissions is the consequence of
the fact that the higher the number of preamble transmissions
in a RAO, the lower the probability of a successful preamble
transmission. This, in turn, increases the probability of preamble retransmissions and reduces dramatically Ps .

Figure 8. Evolution of PACB in dynamic ACB during a congestion episode.

Fig. 7b shows the above scenario for the static ACB with
PACB = 0.5 and TACB = 4 s. Now, the total number of preamble transmissions is reduced while the number of not collided
transmissions increases, what results in a higher probability
of successful access. But the number of collisions is still high
because it fails to maintain the preamble transmission rate
close to the optimal number of access requests per RAO that
maximizes the expected number of successful access, n∗t (R),
which is approximately 53 with R = 54 available preambles.
Fig. 7c illustrates the performance of our proposed dynamic
ACB scheme in the same scenario. We see that the total
number of preamble transmissions and the number of collided
transmissions are both considerably reduced when compared
to the static ACB. More importantly, this reduction is achieved
under dynamic conditions and by adapting PACB accordingly.
Note that most of the time the preamble transmissions rate is
maintained close to the optimal value (n∗t (R) ≈ 53) and the
not collided preambles rate is maintained close to the RACH
capacity (approx. 20 [7, Eq. (4)]), using the available resources
efﬁciently.
Fig. 8 shows how PACB is tuned by the eNodeB with
dynamic ACB operating during the congestion episode. As can
be seen, before the congestion starts, PACB = 1; it gradually
decreases when the number of preamble transmissions rises,
and grows again as the trafﬁc diminishes, until it goes back
to 1. Note that PACB changes dynamically with a granularity
of TSIB2 .
Fig. 9a depicts the successful access probability, Ps , for
both ACB types with different M2M trafﬁc intensities (NM ).
As can be seen, in heavy-loaded scenarios (NM > 26 000) the
dynamic ACB provides a Ps ≥ 0.99, clearly outperforming the
static one. In terms of mean number of preamble transmissions
needed to successfully complete the random access procedure,
Fig. 9b shows that the dynamic ACB slightly increases this
metric when (30 000 > NM ). Finally, Fig. 9c compares the
mean access delay of both ACB types. We can see that
the dynamic ACB decreases notably the mean access delay,
even more in low-loaded scenarios, since our solution uses
efﬁciently the available RACH resources.
In Table II, we can see several statistics for the three
schemes: no control, static ACB, and dynamic ACB. For
each of them, results for a heavy-loaded trafﬁc scenario
(NM = 30 000) are shown. We show the KPIs deﬁned at the
beginning of Section V for both H2H and M2M UEs.
It is evident from the results that the network with no access
control suffers in terms of Ps and W . However, the access
delay is moderate. On the other hand, our proposed dynamic

VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose a dynamic ACB mechanism that adjusts the
barring factor in real-time, based on the estimation of the
number of UEs that are in backoff sate. We have evaluated
this solution by means of extensive discrete-event simulations,
and compared its performance with that of a static ACB
with optimal parameters. We conclude that, in a heavy-loaded
trafﬁc scenario, the dynamic ACB increases noticeably the
probability of successful access while shorting the access
delay, and the number of preamble transmissions needed to
successfully complete the random access procedure. Moreover,
we have checked that the dynamic ACB does not have a
signiﬁcant impact on H2H trafﬁc performance. Our solution
is conforming with current system speciﬁcations and allows
efﬁcient congestion control, facilitating the coexistence of
H2H and M2M trafﬁc.

(a)
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Figure 9. KPIs of the LTE-A network for static ACB and the proposed
dynamic ACB. (a) Successful access probability. (b) Expected number of
preamble transmissions per RAO. (c) Expected access delay.
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ACB scheme shows an improvement over the solution with
static ACB, providing a Ps ≥ 0.99 for both H2H and M2M
communications while reducing considerably the M2M access
delays without increasing the H2H access delays. This is important since one of the main requirements when introducing
M2M communications into an LTE-A network is that it does
not affect the preexisting H2H UEs.
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